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The Diaspora of Information Across the Cloud
OBJECTIVE

ARTIFACTS

Database-As-A-Solution (DBaaS) cloud computing is the delivery of computing services
incorporating servers, storage, databases, networking, software and analytics over the
internet. This method of information-handling promotes and offers faster resources with
the ability to scale based on size. Since users are able to only pay for what they use

Enterprise Search

Text-Based Searches

instead of what they think they will use, they benefit from low operating costs to run
their infrastructure more efficiently and scale their needs as the business changes.
The objective of the project was to design a visual representation of how information
moves and is dispersed into multiple storage locations, by explaining the process of
cloud computing. As more cloud-based solutions emerge to assist users with managing
data, there’s a growing need for effective information architecture support and intuitive
design methodology.
ACTIVITIES / METHODS
Phase 1: Data Movements and Journeys
Define what DBaaS is by building an illustrated map of how data is dispersed, migrated
and stored in multiple locations. After the initial analysis, map out User Journeys to
visualize interactions.

Scaling: Horizontal vs. Vertical

Competitive Analysis

Phase 2: Competitive Analysis
Define the need by exploring relevant competing industries that rely on this infrastructure
to deliver their products efficiently. Make recommendations on improving the migration
of information.
Phase 3: Heuristic Evaluation and User Stories
Audit the design and branding profile. Map out the User Story of ObjectRocket’s features.
Phase 4: Pitfalls and Perils
Report on what is discovered during the previous research phase and make suggestions.
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Amazon WS
Google Cloud
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Alibaba

Scale Out*
(Horizontal)
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ElasticSearch
Atlas
RedisLabs
Cockroach
Scalegrid
Aiven
Compose (IBM)
Bonsai
QBox

COMPETITORS

Scale Up
(Vertical)

*Recommended

Which Do You Choose? Think about your long-term viability.
Vertical Scaling: you’re adding more power to your existing machine.
Horizontal Scaling: You’re adding more machines to your network,
sharing the processing and memory workload across multiple devices.

Phase 5: Model the Path of Data
Illustrate the dispersal and storage of information via a working machine, through a
series of milestone actions, all beginning with one singular action.

INSIGHTS

User Story: Multi-Factor Authentication
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